






















































Organizing Committee's officially sponsored cultural events. Begun as Galloping Horse and landscapes of the Kragero region. These
in Atlanta in February 1993, the exhibition then traveled to Tokyo, works differ considerably from Munch's unhealthy imagery found
Barcelona and Munich, all Olympic-related cities, before finally open- in such works as The Scream, The Sick eviitd and Death and the
ing in Lillehammer, Norway during the Olympics. Maiden, and most visitors were surprised by these paintings. The
   This exhibition was organized to introduce Norwegian paint- majority of his symbolist works linked to death were created in Paris,
ing to the world, as with the exception of Munch, Norway's painters while almost all of the Munch works included in this exhibition were
had not been ger)erally well known. But rather than presenting a created after the artist's return to Norway in 1909 to recover from
comprehet)sive recitation of the history of Norwegian painting, this his weakened nerves. Whether or not these late works by Munch
exhibition was explicitly concept- based. It sought to introduce the can be considered a "decline or degeneration" of his arts, we can
nation's art through the theme of "winter," that element which holds sense his link with the other Norwegian painters in their vision of
a central role in the lives of the Norwegian people, and through a pure, clear atmosphere. The tension between these Norwegian
these works conveysthe people's unique feelings about livingwith painters, located on the "outskirts" of Europe, and the centers of
winter. Paris and Berlin constituted one of the important themes in this
   Eighty-four works were included in the exhibition (including exhibition.
two three-dimensional works, catalogue 71 was not exhibited). The The subtitle of this exhibition was originally Norwegian Visions
exhibition was divided into two sections, the first presenting works of Winter, but in light of Munch's popularity in Japan, the Japanese
from the 1820s to the 1930s and the second focusing on works from subtitle was changed to Munch and Norwegian Painting. One merit
the 1950s to the present. These two sections were linked by the of this change can be found in the large number of visitors to the
fresh sensibilities of the people of "Winter Land". While contem- exhibition. These attendance figures constituted a record for the
porary artists have pursued the identity of Norway within the inter- museum for attendance to an exhibition that did not include a co-
nationalization of art, it is open to question that they have attained sponsor, such as a newspaper company or television network.
auniversal high level in quality. Conversely, the artists represented (Koji Yukiyama)
in the first section were fascinating in their clear demonstration of
their own standing, even within the restricted realm of art.
   The painters of the first section include Johan Christian Dahl [Catalogue]
(1788-1857), a friend of Friedrich, who depicted the grandeur of Nor- Endless Night and Crystal Days: Hans-Jakob Brun
X8,1'fS.aG2r,e,Zg,a,i6"i,tg:e,RgC,Sg,re"n.d,zf,?.Eo,,w,`:22a.?lo,n.agso,:.,?.gkos.s- 17B.tat,n,£,,gb:e,[S,,S-/r6ge･L'/g,,],ge,:,igagrgr;,:,,tesrs,izo,x-･･Wi"terSce"esinthe
Norwegian landscape; the naturalist painter Frits Thaulow (1847 - Snow: Christian Norberg-Schulz
1906) known as the "winter artist;" Christian Krohg (1852-lg2s), The Winter Paintings of Edvard Munch: Alf Bze
                                                          Notes on Staay /Vight, Ekely by Munch: Setsuko Satoa central figure in the fin-de-sidcle Oslo literati and artist group
"
Christiania Boheme," and Harald sohlberg (ls67 . lg3s) with his gPi2hPsineniPpWelnE95'rnAen EnotyrOmdUCtiOn to the Winter Paintings of Thorvald
visionary image of the Rondane mountains in winter. And the most Cata]ogue: Per Bjarne Boym et al.
notable element of the first section was the decidedly "un Munch- ge8tdOurci:l.oRl'rfnCstihOon.ghSaetSUkO SatO
like" works by Edvard Munch (1863'1944)･ *Japanese e'dition only, based on the English edition
   Only a few of the thirteen works by Munch included in the exhi- Exhibition coordinator: Koji Yukiyama, Ulla Tarras-Wahlberg (Norway)
,bition can be considered in his normal style, such aS StarTIY IVight, Transportation and installation: Nippon Express
Ekely, while the majority were vital, bright works of such subjects Display: Tokyo Studio
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